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Preview Collection 2023 
  

  

Research, inspiration, design. Living Divani presents the new 2023 collection with elements 
characterised by their own identity, which perfectly integrate with the products in catalogue, in 
combinations able of interpreting different needs. Objects that contribute to defining not only an 
aesthetic quality but also a material uniqueness and a functional role within the domestic 
landscape. 
Pure geometries delineate complementary furnishings in which elegance and refinement, 
dynamism and sobriety synthesise tradition and innovation. 
Neutral colours, sophisticated details and natural finishes prevail, with references to history, always 
interpreted with contemporary taste and aesthetics. 

   

 

ARK Armchair by David Lopez Quincoces 
 
Expression of the beauty of a living and natural material such as wood, the ARK armchair designed 
by David Lopez Quincoces is defined by a simple and pure line. Wood, a vehicle of expressiveness, 
is worked and curved to create a dynamic yet harmonious shape with timeless charm, playing in 
contrast with the metal rod legs. The armchair designed and presented for the first time for Six 
Gallery, a workshop and birthplace of ideas for a number of pieces by David Lopez Quincoces, now 
enters the Living Divani catalogue as a sculptural furnishing, enchanting for its strong personality. 
 
  
"The idea was to make an object-like armchair, ARK, that was almost like a graphic sign, where the curved 
line meets the straight one defining a profile, a seat and a backrest." 
David Lopez Quincoces 
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PARADIGMA Mirror by Marco Lavit 
 
Living Divani enriches its collection of accessories with Paradigma, the new mirror signed by the 
designer Marco Lavit. The inspiration is the Vitruvian grid: the roundness of the mirror surface 
accommodates four guiding axes along which different wooden accessories can be inserted to 
complete its functionality. The mirror system can allow for a more symmetrical or asymmetrical 
interpretation, depending on the positioning of the elements themselves, with the possibility of 
having a customisable, intimate, made-to-measure product. 
 
  
"A mirror is the extra window in a room. Paradigma makes this window both domestic and functional." 
Marco Lavit 
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